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Bradyn Blower, event coordinator of Associated Students, handed out T-shirts by the event center on Thursday, Aug. 30. Photo by Thyra Phan / Spartan Daily

Spartan Squad lifts school spirit and engages commuters
By Thyra Phan
@ThyraPhan
The annual Spartan Squad Kick-Off, held
on Sept. 6 at 6 p.m., provides an opportunity
for commuter students to become involved on
campus.
SJSU has a total enrollment of more than
30,500 students with more than 3,600 students
living on campus, Pat Lopes Harris, SJSU’s media relations director, stated in an email.
More than 26,900 students commute to
campus, including the ones who commute by
walking from nearby off-campus apartments,
according to Harris.
“If a commuter student wants to be involved
and they’re passionate about it, they’ll do their
best to be involved,” Bradyn Blower, events coordinator of Associated Students, said.
Fully funded by Associated Students, the

Spartan Squad Kick-Off will be located at
Quirke’s Meadow behind the Aquatic Center,
Blower said.
While the event does attract housing students, Blower said she also hopes it attracts commuter students.
“SJSU is such a large commuter school — a lot
of people go to school and go home,” Shane Peters, a senior industrial technology major, said.
Peters said he used to fit the mold of a commuter student until he decided to make a change
his freshman year.
After scoping a few fraternity houses, he immediately pledged to Kappa Sigma where he felt
he belonged, he said.
Peters said his life is “amazing” now that he’s
involved on campus.
“It’s awesome to know there’s always something to do or someone to hang out with,” Peters
said. “There’s unlimited possibilities of what I

FEES

Delays in scholarship awards
leave some students struggling
By Jonathan Roisman
@JonRoisman
Disbursement delays of scholarships are making it harder for students to pay for the ever-increasing
cost of attending college.
Marques Mallare, a senior advertising major, said he applied for 17
scholarships through the school and
has only heard back about one.
April 15 was the deadline to apply through Scholarship Tracking
and Review System (STARS) Online,
SJSU’s website for tracking and reviewing Spartan Scholarship Applications, for the 2012-13 school year.
“I need the money to buy books
and other school stuff,” Mallare said.
“I’m kind of struggling.”
He said he had enough money for
the first tuition installment this semester, but said he did not know how
he would pay for the rest.
“I need to figure out how to pay for
the other payments if scholarships
don’t go through in time,” he said.
Mallare said he has taken two jobs
to help pay for books and other supplies.
“Next on my list is buying or renting books to complete my assignments,” he said, “and books are just
so expensive, so I have to wait a little
longer.”
Coleetta McElroy, director of financial aid and scholarships, said in
an email that a number of reasons
have contributed to decision and disbursement delays this year.
“Initially, there has been a substantial increase in the number of the
students who have applied for scholarships,” McElroy stated.

According to McElroy, the school
received nearly 1,000 more scholarship applications this year than last,
bringing the total to over 4,000 for
the 2012-13 school year.
McElroy also said staffing issues
impacted the process of determining
who would receive scholarships.
She said students who are awarded scholarships should receive their
money within five to seven business
days through their MySJSU student
account.
McElroy said the scholarship process varied by department, and that
some departments chose the recipients themselves, while others had the
Financial Aid Office do it.
“Whether our office completes
the selection or the department
(does),” McElroy said, “a committee is
instituted to allow for equity and fairness in the selection process.”
She said nearly $1 million would
be awarded through Spartan Scholarships this school year.
Spartan Scholarships are awarded
by the school and not directly by private donors, McElroy said.
Media Relations Director Pat
Lopes Harris said students should
talk to the Financial Aid Office if
they were concerned they had not
heard whether they were awarded a
scholarship.
“I would rather get a definitive answer rather than not know,” she said.
Some students said they were not
aware of the process of applying for
scholarships directly through SJSU
and wished it were better publicized.
Ashley Morino, an undeclared

SEE FEE ON PAGE 2

should do with my time now that I am more involved.”
Sophia Magana, a junior psychology major,
said she knew she wanted to become involved at
SJSU.
A recent transfer student, Magana said she
was introduced to various clubs at De Anza College but never had a chance to join them.
“At De Anza, the Gay-Straight Alliance was
really welcoming,” Magana said. “I hope to find
the same (welcome) at SJSU.”
Being involved at SJSU will help her become
familiar with the campus and make new friends,
Magana said, which is important for her as she
transitions into the university.
Magana said she looks forward to the kickoff
because it will help her meet new people and experience her first campus event.

SEE SPIRIT ON PAGE 2

SJSU president Mohammad
Qayoumi addressed several questions concerning the budget cuts
and Proposition 30 at a press conference on Sept. 4 at 3 p.m. in Tower
Hall.
As the Board of Trustees look
into several options if Proposition 30 doesn’t pass, Qayoumi said
plans have been made and there are
enough reserves set aside for this
year.
“As far as 2013 is concerned,
there’s not going to be any cuts,”
Qayoumi said. “The campus is set
— that will mean we will not have
any layoffs or reduce any number
of course offerings.”
The university’s goal is to have
a structurally balanced budget, he
said, which will be determined by
the November election.
He also said the provost and
some of the deans are looking into
adding “bottleneck” courses.
“If we do not have a cap, students can get more courses,” Qayoumi said. “The idea of the 15 unit
cap was that all students have access
to the courses.”
The level of funding hindered
the amount of courses SJSU offers,
he said. Whether it’s six students in
a class or 30 — a minimum size for
classes is needed because the cost of
institution is the same.

SEE QAYOUMI ON PAGE 2
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Nu Alpha Kappa and Sigma Pi Alpha play a capture the flag and water fight hybrid game on the tower lawn on Tuesday.
Photo by Raphael Kluzniok / Contributing Photographer
SOCIAL JUSTICE

Tea gathering highlights women’s resources at SJSU
By Jacque Orvis
@SD_jorvis
The Women’s Resource Center
held the annual Tea Social and Party
to introduce students to available
women’s awareness resources on
campus yesterday.
“It’s a totally casual networking
event,” Bonnie Sugiyama said.
Sugiyama is the assistant director of the Women’s Resource Center at SJSU.

“We culturally bond over tea,”
she said as she glanced over her
shoulder at the table of appetizers,
commenting that someone should
grab a plate soon so others would
feel comfortable enough to dig in
too.
“It’s a great way to network and
get involved with the WRC,” Lindsay Sporleder, an SJSU sophomore
studying theater arts, said.
Sporleder went to last year’s
tea social but said she enjoyed this

year’s more.
“There’s a more specific theme
this year, what with Title IX and the
Olympics,” she said.
This June marked the 40th anniversary of Title IX – the Equal Opportunity portion of the Education
Act passed in 1972 that outlawed
discrimination in education on the
basis of sex .
Denise Zamora, an interior de-

SEE SOCIAL ON PAGE 2
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Fee: Increase in applicants
results in payment delays
freshman, said she applied
for scholarships through her
high school but not through
SJSU because she was unaware of them.
Morino said she would
consider applying for scholarships through SJSU next
year, but said she was concerned that it could take
months for her to receive the
money.
Another student, freshman graphic designer Erika
Najarro, said she was afraid
she would not meet the
requirements to be awarded
a scholarship through the
school.
“I was skeptical about
it because of the requirements,” Najarro said. “I’m a
procrastinator and I don’t
like writing essays.”

Qayoumi: Fee increases may depend on November results
FROM PAGE 1

She said she would probably apply for scholarships
next year, however, because
she was $4,000 in debt because of school.
McElroy said her department “strives to streamline
the process” of awarding
scholarships, but said more
applicants can mean longer
waits.
“We encourage all students to apply for the various
scholarships,” she said, “as
this is money that does not
have to be repaid and may
help to decrease the need to
borrow loans.”
Jonathan Roisman is a
Spartan Daily staff writer. Follow him on Twitter at @JonRoisman.
Tomorrow: Read about why
the state cut and delayed Cal
Grants.

sign junior, was a first-time
attendee at the tea social.
“I wanted to see want resources are available for women and to connect with others
with the same interest,” she
said.
Officially supported by the
Fall Welcome Days of Student
Involvement, the tea social included a table lined with sushi,
fruit, chicken and cheese to
snack on, a variety of teas to
sip, and a table of tampons to
sample next to a basket of “I < 3
vagina” buttons.
There was also literature
available on domestic violence,
street harassment and unequal
pay for women.
Sugiyama said the tea social
was open for all gender identities, touching base on the idea
that many men are curious
about how to help women in
tough situations like dealing
with harassment and coping
with rape.
“Men are just as affected by
women’s studies,” she said.
Alessa Baldonado, a communicative disorders and sciences junior, said the tea social
is a good place to “bring students together to talk about
diverse issues.”
In addition to the Women’s
Resource Center, other groups
attended the tea social to help
spread health and political
awareness to students, including the Mosaic Cross Cultural
Center, American Association
of University Women, the Student Health Center and Peer
Connections — the new group
formed from the merger of the
Learning Assistance Resource
Center and the Peer Mentor
Program.
Geri Madden with the
American Association of University Women said voting
power needs to be exercised
when it comes to dealing with
diverse issues.
“Y ou’re not voting enough,”
she said, talking about Millen-

FROM PAGE 1
“I want to look back on
my time here and know that
I did things to enjoy college
and getting involved will
make me feel like I did,”
Magana said.
Ana Flores, a junior forensic biology major, said
she doesn’t have the college experience because she
doesn’t live on campus but
she still makes the effort to
attend events.
Flores said she started

?
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getting involved her freshman year when she and her
friends heard about the
football games and Fire on
the Fountain.
“The events I attended
were really fun,” Flores said.
“I got to meet new people
from school and that’s hard
to do when you commute
daily.
Some events may be difficult to attend if they’re
later in the day, but she carpools with friends who also

attend the events, she said.
Flores said she has consecutively attended the
kickoff event for the past
two years because she enjoyed the atmosphere and
made her feel like “part of
the Spartan community.”
While free T-shirts are
the main focus of the event,
it’s also about letting commuter students know there
are things to do on the
weekend at SJSU, Blower
said.

Commuters should be
able to attend the kick-off
because it’s right after their
early evening classes, Blower
said. “We always do our best
to include commuter students in our events.”
Peters said it’s important
to be involved on campus
because “school is about the
activity with other students
— the education is a bonus.”
Thyra Phan is a Spartan
Daily staff writer. Follow her
on Twitter at @ThyraPhan.

San Antonio mayor delivers DNC keynote address
McClatchy Tribune
Wire Service

nial Generation voters — or
people born between 198 2 and
1994.
Equipped with voter registration forms, Madden,
president-elect of the San Jose
Branch of the American Association of University Women,
had a booth at the social to encourage visitors to register to
vote.
She was also offering postcard reminders to help voters
remember to vote on the next
election, including a checklist of highlight issues, such as
abortion and marriage, that
will be addressed in the upcoming presidential election.
Madden said the main purpose of the American Association of University Women
at the tea social was to raise
awareness of women’s equality issues and to remind “millennium girls” that voting is
power when it comes to issues
such as equal choice.
“We’re here to inform as
many people as possible,” Trevor Sollitt, peer mentor for Peer
Connections, said, adding that
they cater mostly to first year
students who need a hand navigating campus or feeling more
at home in the community.
The community awareness
spread by the guests stretches
beyond the tea social, according to Y an Y in Choy, Women’s
Resource Center community
intern.
Choy said the Women’s
Resource Center’s benefit production of “The V agina Monologues,” an annual production
in coordination with SJSU’s
part in the V -Day global campaign against abuse of women,
raised around $10,000 in the
last three years, providing
funds for the local Y MCA Rape
Crisis Center and Asian Women’s Home in San Jose, a shelter
for victims of domestic abuse
and violence.
Jacque Orvis is a Spartan
Daily staff writer. Follow her on
Twitter at @SD_jorvis.

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — San
Antonio Mayor Julian Castro
energized the Democratic
National Convention on
Tuesday night with the story
of how his grandmother
came from Mexico to build a
life in the United States, ultimately leading to his time in
the spotlight. And Democrats
were counting on him to excite the party’s base and electrify Latino voters of all political persuasions who could
be decisive in the November
election.
Latinos took center stage
on opening night of the Democratic National Convention.
Not only was Castro the first
Latino to give the keynote
address, but in a speech that
hammered the theme of
opportunity and honored
the hard work of older generations so that the young
could prosper, he spoke to
the highest number of Latino delegates, 8 00, at any
presidential convention.
“America didn’t become the land of opportunity by accident,” Castro
said. Many in the crowd
waved orange campaign
signs that read, “Oportunidad.”
Latino voters are being
wooed by both Democrats
and Republicans to a degree never seen before. The
fastest-growing voter bloc
could be the difference in
November, as the election
will likely be decided in
battleground states such as
Florida and Colorado that
have large Latino populations. And Latino delegates
in North Carolina are reminding supporters that
President Barack Obama
won the Tar Heel state by
a mere 14,000 votes. Exit
polls showed Obama received 26,000 more Latino
votes than Sen. John McCain, according to the Immigration Policy Institute.
At a Hispanic Caucus
meeting, delegate Matty
Lazo-Chadderton called on
South Carolina Latino delegates to come to Charlotte
to help mobilize Latinos in
the state.
“We’re fired up,” said
Matty Lazo-Chadderton, a
Cary, N.C., delegate origi-

nally from Peru. “We’re walking the walk. The Hispanic
vote is more important than
people realize.”
Latinos make up just a
fraction of North Carolina’s
6.4 million registered voters,
but their voter registration
numbers have doubled in the
past four years. Arturo V argas, executive director of the
National Association of Latino Elected and Appointed
Officials, said Latinos could
decide the state if they vote
in a bloc.
“Everyone wants to be
asked to the dance,” he said.
“The key here is that there
will be no majority party in
this country without participation from Latinos. We’re
already 16 percent of the
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The next run date is 9/11/12 so submit your questions today.

he said. “Folks ... we’ve heard
that before.”
Rep. Debbie Wasserman
Schultz, chairwoman of the
Democratic National Committee, warned Latinos at
a Hispanic Caucus meeting this week that a loss for
Obama would be devastating
for Latinos who have benefited from Obama’s policies, including a new health care law
and deferred deportations
for young undocumented
immigrants. Approximately
32 percent of Latinos were
uninsured in 2009, higher
than any other racial or ethnic group, and half of Latinos
did not have a regular doctor,
compared with only one-fifth
of white Americans, according to the White House.
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Coming this fall:
Persian Language
Instruction
at SJSU

at San Jose State University
is offering instruction in

Elementary Persian
language for the ﬁrst time!
Fall Semester 2012
Wednesdays starting
September 5
122 Clark Hall, 6-9:45 pm
4HERE ARE A NUMBER OF FULL SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR THE CLASS AVAILABLE TO 3*35
matriculated students.

Top ﬁve reasons to begin learning Persian:
s 4HERE ARE MORE THAN  MILLION
Persian-speakers worldwide, & California
has one of the largest populations of
Persian speakers.

s 0ERSIAN HAS LARGELY REMAINED THE SAME
for the past thousand years; reading and
WRITING 0ERSIAN WILL ENABLE YOU TO READ
the classics of Persian poetry such as
2UMI (AFEZ AND &ERDOWSI

s 0ERSIAN CAN BENElT CAREERS IN
international relations, foreign service,
s &OR 3*35 AND #35 STUDENTS 0ERSIAN CAN
United Nations, and doing legal, human
support major and minor requirements
rights, and literary translation work.
IN #OMPARATIVE ,ITERATURE (UMANITIES
Middle East Studies, and World
s !RTICULATE CULTURALLY SOPHISTICATED
Languages, as well as other degrees.
Persian-speakers can CONTRIBUTE TO NEW
policy initiatives to support peace and
understanding.
4O REGISTER FOR THIS  UNIT CLASS THROUGH THE
#OLLEGE OF )NTERNATIONAL AND %XTENDED 3TUDIES )%3 GO TO
http://special.sjsu.edu/pdf/registration-add-or-drop-form.pdf
AND FILL OUT AND FAX TO /FFICE OF THE 2EGISTRAR AT   
-ADE POSSIBLE WITH A GRANT FROM THE 0!23! #OMMUNITY &OUNDATION IN COLLABORATION WITH )RAN (ERITAGE &OUNDATION 53!

More information:
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“In my Experience” runs every week on
Tuesday. You can send in your questions
anonymously, and if your question is
selected you could win a prize.

population, 9 percent of the
voters. It’s only going to increase.”
Castro stuck to Obama’s
campaign script focusing on
the middle class. Recalling
the work of his grandmother
and his mother, who was
sitting in the audience, he
said of them: “They believed
opportunity created today
would lend to prosperity tomorrow.”
Castro criticized GOP
candidate Mitt Romney for
failing to understand the
challenges most Americans
face and that sometimes they
can use a little help.
“Republicans tell us that if
the most prosperous among
us do even better, that somehow the rest of us will too,”

The Iranian Studies
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may voice their questions and concerns
about the budget and its impact on
campus.
Thyra Phan is a Spartan Daily
staff writer. Follow her on Twitter at
@ThyraPhan.

Spirit: Spartan Squad Kick-Off works to include commuters

Social: Student groups
gather to empower women
FROM PAGE 1

However, if Prop 30 fails, there may
be fee increases and cuts in different areas, he said. As for this semester and the
spring semester, there will not be any cuts.
President Qayoumi is hosting a budget forum on Sept. 10 where students

“If Prop 30 is approved, there is going to be a rollback of the assistant fee
increase that just went into effect,” Qayoumi said. “There will likely not be any
increase in 2013-2014.”

? ?
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Web:
Email:
Tel:
Persis Karim

www.sjsu.edu/iranianstudies
iranianstudiesatsjsu@gmail.com
408 924-4476

Professor of English & Comparative Literature
Director of Iranian Studies
Shahin Gerami Professor of Social Sciences & Women’s Studies
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ELECTION 2012

First lady pays tribute to her husband at convention
By McClatchy Tribune
Wire Service
CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Michelle Obama took to the stage
of the Democratic National
Convention on Tuesday night
to offer a personal testimonial for her husband, capping
a night devoted to attacks on
his Republican rival, Mitt
Romney.
Appearing in the hour of
prime time carried by the major TV networks, Obama recounted her travels across the
country as first lady, saying,
“Every day they remind me
how blessed we are to live in the
greatest nation on Earth.”
Her tribute followed a history-making keynote address
by San Antonio Mayor Julian
Castro, who presented his family’s history as a parable of the
American Dream: a rise, in just
two generations, from impoverishment to elected office.
“America didn’t become
the land of opportunity by
accident,” he said, implicitly making President Barack
Obama’s case for government
as a helping hand. He cited
the schools and universities
and roads and bridges built
through the investment of an
earlier generation, including
his immigrant grandmother.
“Like many of you, I
watched last week’s Republican convention,” Castro said.
“And they told a few stories of
individual success. We all celebrate individual success. But
the question is how do we multiply that success. The answer is
President Barack Obama.”
Castro then turned to
Romney, who was formally installed as his party’s nominee

last week in Tampa, Fla., an important swing state.
“Republicans tell us that if
the most prosperous among us
do even better, that somehow
the rest of us will too,” Castro
said. “First they called it ‘ trickle-down.’ Then ‘ supply side.’
Now it’s ‘ Romney/ Ryan,’ or is
it ‘ Ryan/ Romney? ’”
Castro said, referring to
Wisconsin Rep. Paul D. Ryan,
the GOP vice presidential
nominee and architect of the
House GOP’s budget plan.
Castro, 37, the first Latino to deliver a convention
keynote speech, spoke just
before Michelle Obama, who
was spared from going on the
offensive after so many others had done the work for the
president.
Some of the harshest rhetoric came from Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid of Nevada.
He accused congressional Republicans of trying to sabotage
Obama’s presidency, attacked
the tea party wing of the GOP
as “extremists and ideologues”
and went after Romney for
refusing to release more
than two years of personal
tax returns.
“We can only imagine what
new secrets would be revealed
if he showed the American
people a dozen years of tax
returns, like his father did,”
Reid said, referring to former
Michigan Gov. George Romney, who sought the White
House in 1968 . “Truth comes
from transparency and Mitt
Romney comes up short
on both.”
In a bit of barbed stagecraft, Romney appeared inside the convention hall — on
tape — during a video tribute

to the late Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy of Massachusetts. A
more moderate Romney unsuccessfully ran against Kennedy in 1994. The partisan
crowd roared when Romney,
during file debate footage,
stated his support for legalized
abortion — something he now
opposes.
The speeches highlighted
a program that put on full display the patchwork quilt that
is the Democratic Party base,
with a program full of women,
Latino and African-American
speakers.
The politics of the programming were straightforward:
Obama and the Democrats
hope to drive up enthusiasm
among the constituencies he
needs to offset weakened support among white voters, especially blue-collar men.
Polls suggest an enthusiasm
gap. An NBC/ Wall Street Journal survey last month found
just 49% of Latinos expressed
high interest in the upcoming
election, down about 20 percentage points from roughly
this time in 2008 . Closing that
gap as well as reversing a lag in
enthusiasm among younger
voters will be one of the big
goals for Democrats at their
three-day convention.
“If, by the end of this week,
you don’t think we’ve hit it
with Latinos and women, then
we haven’t done our job,” said
one highly placed Democrat
who requested anonymity in
discussing the Obama campaign’s strategic thinking.
Another task was to answer
Republican assertions that
Obama’s was a failed presidency, marked by division and a
string of broken promises.

First lady Michelle Obama delivers her speech to the delegates during the Democratic National
Convention in Charlotte, N. C. Photo courtesy of Olivier Douliery / MCT

With Romney closeted in
debate preparation, his running mate took up the campaign’s cudgel Tuesday, comparing Obama to President
Jimmy Carter at a rally in suburban Cleveland.
“When it comes to jobs,
President Obama makes the
Jimmy Carter years look like
good old days,” Ryan told about
1,000 supporters. “If we fired
Jimmy Carter then, why would
we rehire Barack Obama now? ”
The response from Democrats was to cite a litany of
achievements — canted, of
course, to place the president
in the most favorable light.
In his remarks, Castro
joined others praising Obama
for creating 4.5 million private-sector jobs, a figure offset
by population growth and sizable job losses in the public sec-

tor. The result has been stubbornly high unemployment
throughout Obama’s presidency, a fact that was acknowledged only indirectly with
statements that more needed
to be done.
Much of the program was
devoted to a defense of Obamacare, the sweeping health care
overhaul that the White House
was not always politically eager
to embrace.
A series of Obama supporters offered tributes to the
plan, among them Stacey Lihn,
whose daughter, Zoe, was born
with a congenital heart defect.
Because of the costly surgeries required to fix her heart,
Zoe used up more than half of
her lifetime health insurance
benefits by the time she was
six months old. Lihn lauded
Obama for eliminating such

caps in his signature healthcare law.
“Republicans may see
Romneycare as a scarlet letter,”
Health and Human Services
Secretary Kathleen Sebelius
said of the expansive health
care plan Romney enacted as
Massachusetts governor yet
seldom discusses in his campaign. “But for us Democrats,
Obamacare is a badge of honor.”
The president will close
the convention with his acceptance speech Thursday night
at the open-air Bank of America Stadium, just a few blocks
from the convention hall. Even
as occasional showers doused
Charlotte on Tuesday, convention organizers said the speech
would remain al fresco rain or
shine — so long as it doesn’t
pose a safety hazard.

WORLD NEWS

Security concerns puts Afghan training on hold
By McClatchy Tribune
Wire Service
KABUL, Afghanistan —
American special operations
forces have suspended the training of new recruits to an Afghan
village militia until the entire
16,000-member force can be
rescreened for possible links to
the insurgency, U.S. officials
said Sunday.
The move is the latest backlash from a series of “insider”
shootings carried out by members of the Afghan police and
army against Western troops.
Forty-five NATO service members have been killed in such attacks this year, and the U.S. toll
in August alone was 12 dead.
The re-vetting drive, first
reported by The Washington
Post, mainly affects a village
militia known as the Afghan
Local Police, or ALP, which is
being trained by American special operations troops. U.S. special forces also mentor Afghan
special forces and commando
units, which underwent a rescreening last month, according
to U.S. officials.
The training suspension,
expected to last about a month,
involves about 1,000 newly recruited members of the ALP,
said Col. Thomas Collins, a
spokesman for U.S. forces in Afghanistan. NATO’s training of
the far larger Afghan national
army and police force, which
now total about 350,000 personnel, will continue, he said,
as will joint military operations
between Western and Afghan
troops.
“While we have full trust
and confidence in our Afghan
partners, we believe this is a
necessary step to validate our
vetting process and ensure the
quality ... of the Afghan Local
Police,” said Collins.
Lt. Col. Todd Harrell, a
spokesman for a U.S. special op-

erations task force in Afghanistan, said that he knew of only
three attacks on coalition troops
by local police. “We haven’t
seen a huge insider threat in the
(special operations forces) community, but we can’t ignore it,”
he said.
The move to rescreen members of the ALP was galvanized
by the Aug. 17 shooting deaths
of two American special operations troops in western Afghanistan. The assailant, a new ALP
recruit who had just been issued
a weapon, promptly turned it on
his U.S. trainers.
The Afghan Local Police initiative has been hailed by U.S.
officials as the most effective
means of fighting the insurgency in rural communities where
the regular army and police are
spread too thin or not present
at all. American officials want
the force to double in size from
its current strength. But critics
say the force is prone to abuse of
Afghan civilians, with some of
its members implicated in beatings, torture and abductions of
villagers, as well as extortion.
The small special operations
teams recruit, arm and train
police in rural villages that are
often far from other U.S. forces,
potentially leaving them more
vulnerable to insider shootings.
Such attacks have been a
source of growing tension between Afghan and Western
officials. The North Atlantic
Treaty Organization force says
about one-quarter of the attacks
can be attributed to the Taliban,
either via infiltration or the
insurgents prevailing on those
already serving in the police
or army to open fire on NATO
troops. It blames other attacks
on personal disputes inflamed
by cultural differences, fatigue
and combat stress.
However, Afghan President
Hamid Karzai recently declared
that “foreign spy agencies,” a

phrase often used as code for
Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence agency, were the primary culprit behind the attacks.
The American commander of
NATO forces in Afghanistan,
Gen. John Allen, urged the Afghans to share any intelligence
that would lend credence to that
theory.
The issue of insider shootings also fueled an ongoing
clash between Karzai and the
NATO force over a raid mounted by the coalition on Saturday
after an assailant in an Afghan
army uniform opened fire on
Australian troops, killing three.
The Afghan leader claimed
the NATO raid killed two Afghans and resulted in the improper detention of nine others.
He also asserted that it had been
carried out without the knowledge of authorities in Oruzgan

province, violating an agreement between his government
and the NATO force.
The Western military said
that the raid was a joint operation with Afghan troops, and
that one of those detained had
aided the man who shot the
Australians.
In another sign of a disconnect between the Karzai government and the NATO force over
insider attacks, some senior Afghan officials directly involved
in the ALP program professed
to know nothing of the announced training suspension.
“The matter is under discussion,” said Gen. Ali Shah
Ahmadzai, the chief of the ALP
program, which operates under the auspices of the Interior
Ministry. “Re-vetting may take
place, but training will not be
halted.”

Parking
Made Easy
Fourth Street Garage
Only $175 for SJSU Students

Second & San Carlos Street Garage
Only $160 for SJSU Students

Fall semester permits are valid August 19
through December 31. Permits are available
for purchase at garage offices.
Students must provide valid student ID
and proof of enrollment (minimum 6 units).
Please bring originals with copies.
For more information, call 794-1090.
Get parking information, directions, maps
and more at sjdowntownparking.com
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The San Jose Spartans rushed the ball down the field as they competed against the Cardinal at
the Stanford Stadium during game 1 on Friday, Aug. 31. James Tensuan / Spartan Daily
FOOTBALL

Coach Mac eager for
first win of 2012
By Dennis Biles
@Denny149
Last year, when the SJSU football team
opened the season, it suffered an embarrassing 57-3 drubbing at the hands of the
Stanford Cardinal. This year, the Spartans put
up a much better effort and the score was a
little bit closer at 20-17, but not coming away
with the victory was the main concern of head
coach Mike MacIntyre during a press conference at the stadium Tuesday.
“It was a heartbreaking loss,” MacIntyre
said. “Our kids were down about it, but they’re
bounced back ... It was just heartbreaking to
say the least.”
Despite falling behind 17-3 to the No.
21 ranked team in the country in the first
half, the Spartans were able to muscle themselves back into the game and were just a
dropped pass or two away from pulling out
the upset.
“We were extremely physical — very, very
tough. They didn’t have very many explosive
plays,” MacIntyre said. “If we catch a couple
of balls that we usually catch then we come
away happy.”
The Spartans outgained the Cardinal’s yards
28 8 to 28 0, with 216 of those yards coming
from the arm of junior quarterback David Fales,
who made his SJSU debut.
“David played well in his first outing,”
MacIntyre said. “He got hit hard a couple
times and got right back up. I saw a lot of
fight and fortitude in him.”
For the third game in the row dating
back to last season, the Spartans have had
each outcome decided by three points.
Eight of their last 13 overall have been
decided by seven points or less, and while
MacIntyre is getting used to the thrills, he

ultimately wants to get the victory whether
it be a blowout or a squeaker.
“In the end, the excitement wears off when
you see the numbers on the scoreboard,”
MacIntyre said. “My wife asked me when I
came home, ‘ Why don’t we blow people out? ’”
With it’s home opener this week, the
Spartans will be looking to even up their record
against the UC Davis Aggies, who are coming
off a 41-3 victory over Azusa Pacific.
“They’ve got a stout front line and a good
secondary. They just beat up on Azusa Pacific
pretty good,” MacIntyre said. “They still have
32 players from the team that beat us two
years ago.”
The Spartans lead the all-time series,
5-4-2. UC Davis prevailed 14-13 in their last
meeting. SJSU’s last win in the series was a
17-13 victory in 2008 . UC Davis head coach
Bob Biggs, who is set to retire at the end of the
season after 20 years of coaching at Davis, has
an admirer in McIntyre.
“Biggs has done a phenomenal job there... I
hate to see him retire,” he said.
Another intriguing wrinkle is an impending sibling showdown, with Spartans junior
starting right guard Nicholas Kaspar expected
to line up face-to-face against his older brother, UC Davis sophomore starting defensive
tackle Anthony Kaspar.
“That’ll be a unique battle within the
game,” MacIntyre said.
With the high expectations surrounding the
team this season, MacIntyre is focused on leading SJSU to its first winning season since 2006.
“Every game we play is gigantic,” MacIntyre
said. “Every win is huge. The quicker you can get
on the board the better. This is a gigantic game
for our program.”
Dennis Biles is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
Follow him on Twitter at @Denny149

The women’s cross country team finished seventh out of 17 teams in the University of San
Francisco’s Invitational on Sept. 1. Raphael Kluzniok / Contributing Photographer
CROSS COUNTRY

Men’s and women’s
squads finish top 10
in season opener
Staff Report
Both SJSU men’s and women’s cross
country team kicked off the 2012 season at the
University of San Francisco Invitational on Sept. 1 in Golden Gate Park,
located in San Francisco.
Under new head coach and SJSU alumnus
Ron Davis, both cross country teams hoped
to open the season on a good note.
The Spartan men finished ninth out of 17
teams. The Spartans were led by sophomore
Mueen Ghoury, who finished the 8 K course
with a time of 26: 32: 00.
Junior Matthew Stephens crossed the finished line just three seconds behind Ghoury,
placing 35th out of 143 runners.
Three other Spartans finished just
under the 30-minute mark: freshman
Alexander Selevos, freshman Nick Sherrell and
sophomore Garrick Chan each placed at 8 5th,
90th and 101st respectively.
Number-9-ranked Stanford took the win
with a near perfect score of 19, with four individuals contributing to the team victory.
Cal finished in second place with a

score of 36, and San Francisco took third
with 114.
SJSU’s women’s cross country team took
seventh place out of 17 teams, led by junior
Aylin Mejia finishing 24th with a time of
18 : 48 : 20.
Mejia and four other Spartans completed the 5K course in under 20 minutes.
Sophomore Rebecca Garcia placed 34th
and freshman Lalida Maokhamphiou
placed 38 th.
Sophomore Marissa Buckley placed 58 th,
while senior Alexandra Seda placed 70th,
rounding out the score of SJSU.
Cal finished first in the invitational,
with a score of 32. Stanford landed second place with a score of 35 points, but
Cardinal sophomore Aisling Cuffe
took the individual win with a time
of 17: 08 : 00.
The Spartan men’s and women’s will
both compete in the San Francisco State
Invitational on September 14th, and the men
will also compete in the San Diego State’s Aztec
Invitational on September 15th.
Information compiled from SJSU Athletics.

COMMENTARY

Raising GPA requirements won’t change anything for NCAA
By David Bermudez
@Bermudez_Dave
Every day we get an image from the things
we see, the people we meet or from the things
we watch on TV .
Even the things you can’t physically see can
give you an image in your head, such as an ad
on the radio.
But to a company or an institution, having
a good image means everything to it.
For example, the University of Arkansas
fired its head football coach Bobby Petrino in
April. He was caught cheating on his wife with
a woman he was on a motorcycle with, who he
helped get hired onto his staff. He lied to the
Razorbacks athletic directer Jeff Long about
everything that was going on.
“Coach Petrino engaged in a pattern of misleading and manipulative behavior designed
to deceive me and members of the athletic
staff, both before and after the motorcycle accident,” Long said during the press conference
about firing Petrino.
Although the team was set to make a
run for the national championship this
year, the school took a stand and believed
it couldn’t have this guy representing their
school for many reasons, such as upholding
its image.
“He made the decision, a conscious decision, to mislead the public on Tuesday, and in
doing so negatively and adversely affected the

reputation of the University of Arkansas and
our football program,” said Long.
Now the NCAA wants to show that its student athletes didn’t just manage to pass high
school and play a Division I sport by raising
the GPA.
Starting in 2016, freshmen coming out of
high school who want to play for a Division
I school need to have a GPA of 2.3 or higher
(2.5 for junior college transfers), complete 10
of the 16 core classes before the start of their
senior year. Seven of the 10 core courses must
be in English, math or science, according to
the new NCAA Division I initial-elgibility
academic requirements.
So if your little brother, sister, neighbor,
cousin or whoever you know has dreams of playing a Division I sport and they are freshmen in
high school, you better let them know that they
need to study and keep their grades up.
But is the NCAA just trying to show that it
cares about the well being of the student athletes and that those students are now more
prepared once they get into college?
What is going to stop a young man who just
graduated from high school with a GPA of 2.3
to play basketball for SJSU, lead the team to a
Final Four appearance and then leave after his
freshmen year for the NBA?
It won’t change anything in the professional sports world or collegiate sports. When
a freshmen steps on to the football field or the
basketball court, their teammates aren’t go-

ing to look at them and ask, “What was your
GPA coming out of high school? ”
All their teammates will care about is whether they can play, are a good teammate and hopefully is good and can help the team win.
This new change in the GPA is not going to
make a difference because when the NCAA makes
changes, schools will change and adapt to it.
Gerald Gurney, a former president of the
National Association for Academic Advisors
for Athletics and associate athletic director for academics at Oklahoma stated in an
espn.com article that, “No matter how high
you raise the grade point average, athletes and
their handlers will find nefarious ways of getting them eligible at any campus.”
Gurney also stated in the same article,
written by Dana O’Neil, that there is too much
money involved to keep these athletes out of
competition but it will keep out some athletes
who don’t belong in college.
But for the student athletes that do get into
college, who is to say that they are prepared
for college simply because the NCAA decided
to raise the GPA from 2.0 to 2.3?
College coaches will make sure the high
schools they recruit from will already know
the changes made by the NCAA.
Student athletes in football can leave after
their junior year. If they are good enough for the
NFL, more than likely they will leave to pursue
their dream and make money just like former
Oklahoma State wide receiver Justin Blackmon.

So what has the NCAA really done to
change anything, when the majority of the
athletes in the major college sports leave as
soon as they can without a degree?
Putting these new rules for the recruits
coming in 2016 sounds good, but nothing is
being changed for the student athletes once
they are in school.
Coaches could lead the player to the building and room and have him or her sit in the
front of the class but it will be up to the student if he chooses to learn what is being taught
to him.
What the NCAA should focus on is trying
to work with with the institutions and find
ways to help these student athletes get a college degree, especially for a player who didn’t
make it to the professional level.
If a player tries out for a team and is not
drafted, but is a few credits away from getting a college degree, why shouldn’t they
help the student get back into the school
they attended and let them back in to receive
their degree?
Instead the NCAA will make it seem as
if what it is doing will bring a change in not
only their image, but on the image of the
student athletes that come in and play for
their respective schools.
In the end, the NCAA has done nothing but
raise the GPA.
David Bermudez is a Spartan Daily staff writer. Follow him on Twitter at @Bermudez_Dave
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This or That: Dosa and Curry Café v.s. Tandoori Oven

One of the meals served at Tandoori Oven include plain naan, vegetable curry ($9.97) and cucumber salad. Photo by Jeff Cianci / Spartan Daily

Tandoori Oven: An Indian cuisine
powerhouse for college students
From clockwise, chicken tikka masala ($6.99), Kingfisher beer, chana masala ($5.99) and
garlic naan ($1.99) at Dosa and Curry Café . Photo by Sage Curtis / Spartan Daily

Dosa and Curry Café: From San
Jose to a London curry house
By Sage Curtis
@sagedanielle
Before becoming Dosa
and Curry Café , a taqueria
was tucked in a parking
lot across from the Fourth
Street Garage, but all that
remains of that restaurant
now is a forgotten Corona
poster on the wall and the
seating arrangement.
Dosa’s bare dé cor is immediately forgiven when
you dip in to the complimentary chutneys and
realize that, just from the
sauces alone, you are in for a
meal sent straight from Annapoorna, the Hindi goddess
of food, herself.
I order my typical meal
to judge a curry house with:
samosas ($2.99), garlic naan
($1.99), chicken tikka masala ($6.99) and chana masala
($5.99).
My boyfriend and I
always split this meal the
first time we go to a curry
house because we started
eating it in curry houses in
London and nothing has
compared to that, until Dosa.
As soon as I cut into the
samosa and saw that the
fried outside was stuffed full
of yellow-tinted potatoes
and peas, I felt like I was back
in London.
For those of you who
don’t know, curry in London is like our Mexican food
here, spicy and everywhere.
I dipped my samosa in
every chutney that was offered and it was delicious
in every one: the raita (yogurt) cooled down the spice,
while the unnamed spicy
chutney ramped it up.
Senior
international business major Jake
Lafleur spent a year studying
abroad in England and said
that Dosa was on-point with
curry houses he got used to
while abroad.
He ordered a Mysore
masala dosa, a sort of spiced
crepe filled with spices,
potatoes and vegetables
($5.99), and did the same —
he was not disappointed.
Plus, his dosa was huge
and cheap.
Also, they sell the dosa
batter to go (32 oz. for
$3.99), so you can make
them at home if you are
feeling adventurous.
When they set my chana
masala (a sweeter curry with
a hint of spice and chickpeas)
on the table, I dove in.
I always taste the curry
part first, just putting a
little on my fork and tasting.
This version is perfect.
With a little heat, a hint
of ginger, and the sweetness of mango, this chana
masala was exactly like the
first one I ever had, which

made me fall in love with it
in the first place.
Needless to say, I packed
it onto my garlic naan and
ate heartily.

...curry in

London is like
our Mexican
food here,
spicy and
everywhere...

My boyfriend’s chicken
tikka masala was exactly the
right color of fiery orange
and the meat was cooked
perfectly in the curry.
We had a curry-virgin
along, who also ordered it.
He loved every bite, saying multiple times that he
was now hooked on Dosa.
Next time I go back (and
I will be going — soon), I
will definitely be trying the
paneer tikka masala, another one of my favorites, and
the pakoras.
One of the best things
about Dosa is that it is right
across from campus. It used
to be that you had to go pretty far for decent, authentic
curry and now it’s right here
and cheap.
Nothing on the menu
is more than $7.99 and the
portions are a great size.
They also have Taj
Mahal and Kingfisher beers
on the menu, which bumps

up a curry house in my book
any day.
My recommendation
is to go for the Kingfisher
because it calms down the
spiciness of the curry.
Currently they do not
have a student discount,
but when I asked about it,
the server said that they
might be coming up with
one soon.
My only complaint with
Dosa and Curry Café is that
they use plastic cutlery,
which can make slicing into
a deep fried samosa kind
of tricky, but overall the
service was fast, the food
was delicious and the
people were friendly.
I found this place to be
a more authentic version
of Indian food and curry
compared to Tandoori
Oven, which looks more the
part in terms of decor and
atmosphere.
I found that the menu
at Dosa sticks closer to the
typically Indian vegetarian
diet, chock full of options for
non-meat-eaters.
It is also cheaper and you
get more flavor for your buck.
The restaurant is open
Mon. through Sat. 11:3 0
a.m. - 3 p.m., 5 - 11 p.m. and
is self-service so you just
walk up to the registers,
order your favorites and start
enjoying a little slice of
London in the middle of
Downtown San Jose.
Sage Curtis is a Spartan
Daily
staff
reporter.
Follow her on Twitter at
@sagedanielle

By Melanie Martinez
@meltinez
Tandoori Oven is the place
to dine for students searching for a short walk to some
decent Indian food, laid-back
atmosphere and personable
staff members.
Though starving students
looking for a hearty meal on a
budget are simply out of luck
and will be clutching their
wallets in fear with one glance
at their vast menu.
While Tandoori Oven’s
website touts “authentic”
Indian food with a healthy
twist, there’s certainly nothing to write home about unless
one is writing to warn others to
avoid.
On the plus side, Tandoori is
able to provide a hot meal rather quickly despite the crowd, as
long fully cooked naan isn’t too
big of an issue.
Chicken dishes are some of
Tandoori Oven’s specialty, including chicken tikka masala,
one of the restaurant’s most
popular orders.
Just a wafting scent of the
savory chicken tikka masala,
sold for a whopping $9.97 a la
carte and it is easy to discover
why the dish is so frequently
coveted.
The dinner version of the
order comes with roasted pieces
of chicken in a spicy and creamy
bright orange sauce served over
a bed of rice, side of vegetables,
cucumber salad and plain naan,
which is served in portions
large enough to easily feed two
people.
Unfortunately when I dug
into the dinner after a long
day of hectic classes, looking to
relax with an Indian food feast
I was sorely disappointed with
the masala sauce that was more
overcome with spice than any
typical chicken tikka masala
dish.

Thank goodness for the
cucumber salad that comes
with the pricey dinner, as it
offered a welcoming cool, refreshing taste to ward off any
hints of spice that became
overwhelming.
Two samosas at Tandoori
sell for $4.97 and are homemade pastry shells filled with
potatoes, peas and corn, all
coated in cumin and deep fried.
Unfortunately, those too
failed to cater to my appetite, as
the outer shell that was intended
to taste flaky and crunchy fell
short with a soggy texture.
I’ve had samosas twice
the size and of superior comparative quality from Safeway,
which is unfortunate for a
restaurant that makes authentic claims.
While the typical dinner
combo at Tandoori costs about
$11, the student discount and
happy hour specials make
for a slightly more affordable meal, said SJSU alum and
Tandoori Oven employee Bryce
Antonel.

“The manager here created the student discount
with their budgets in mind,”
Antonel said.
The student discount
allows for the purchase of two
a la carte items, the cheaper
of which is offered for $2,
he said.
Senior biology major Cely
Arreguyn agrees that the food
isn’t the only thing that keeps
her a faithful customer.
“The people are very
friendly,” Arreguyn says with a
smile as an employee pulls out
the chair next to her and sits
down with a plate of food on
his break.
Located on 150 S. First St.
downtown, Tandoori Oven is
just a brief walk from campus
which makes it perfect for an
afternoon study break or early
evening happy hour.
Tandoori Oven is open from
11: 30 a.m. – 9: 30 p.m. daily.
Melanie Martinez is a
Spartan Daily staff reporter
Follow her on Twitter at
@meltinez.
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Patiently waiting to graduate

Julie Myhre’s
column appears
every Wednesday.

Have you ever felt like it
is time for you to move on
with your life?
I have felt this way for
more than six months now,
and it is torturing because I
am at a stage in my life where
I can’t move on.
When I graduate college
in December, I can continue on with my hopes and
dreams for the future.
Until then, I am teased
with the thought of knowing that I’m not there yet.
Unlike most college students, I am in my mid-20’s
and have been in college
for nearly six years.
When I graduated high
school in 2006, I attended
Sonoma State University.
Everything was fine
at SSU until March 2007,
when I was a victim of sex-

ual battery. This changed
my outlook on life and
school completely.
I turned into a depressed young adult who
had no passion or desire to
do anything, even attend
social events.
In December of 2007, I
decided to move back home
with my parents and enroll
in College of San Mateo.
In Fall of 2010, I transferred to SJSU and my passion for life and my desire
to succeed was reignited.
I thoroughly enjoyed all
the time I spent at SJSU and
love the life I’ve made here
but I am ready to move on.
I feel like I am mentally
ready to take this plunge
into adulthood, but college
is holding me back.
It is especially difficult
when I see my high school
classmates living on their
own, getting married and
even purchasing their first
house.
I never imagined I would
be in college this long, and
it is killing me inside.
“Why aren’t I at that
stage in my life? ” I ask
myself.
After becoming overwhelmed with frustration,

Classifieds
For Rent
Jumbo 530 SQFT Loft Studio with hardwood
floors. Come live in a Castle! Secured private
entrance! Quiet Property,Perfect for study!
Jumbo studio unit with separate space for lg.
walk-in closet or study room or personal office.
Built in book case, Separate kitchen & dining
space. Newly refinished hardwood floors &
renovated interiors 408.509.1750, 408.661.3900
apts4rent.org
Email llopez@buysellexchange.com

I take a deep breath and
realize I have a different
life than my high school
classmates. That doesn’t
stop me from wanting to be
on my own.
I want the freedom and
privacy of being an adult.
I want the option to
come home and unwind
by myself or with my boyfriend without someone
else asking every detail of
my day.
I want to pay all my own
bills, instead of a handful.
I want to be able to call
something, besides my car,
my own.
I feel like an adult, but
at the same time I feel like
a child, since I am still
dependent on my parents
and I am ready to move on.
Once I am finally an
independent adult, I won’t
be ashamed to say I am still
in college. I will be proud
to support myself and be
proud of my everyday work
and hard earned money.
I desire to grow up and
am counting down the days
until I have my Bachelor of
Science degree in my hand.
Julie Myhre is a Spartan
Daily Copy Editor. Follow
her on Twitter @julieVmy.
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Chivalry isn’t actually dead
Is chivalry really dead?
I’ve had discussions about the
topic with several people, mostly
women, over the last few years
and more often than not I was
given one consensus response —
chivalry is dead.
In 2010 the Washington
Times published the results
of a Harris poll, which was
conducted with more than 2,000
adults, that stated eight out of 10
Americans said, “Women today
are treated with less chivalry than
in the past.”
The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines chivalry, in part,
as “gracious courtesy and highminded consideration especially
to women.”
Most of the women I’ve
talked with about the subject said
their definition is simple acts of
courtesy from men — opening
doors, picking up the bill on a first
date, offering their jackets on a
cold night and other acts of that
sort.
Their description is valid, and
I’m not arguing against it.
By their definition, I try to be
as chivalrous as I can.
As much as I’d like to, I am
not proclaiming that I’m the
perfect gentleman, but I make
a conscious effort to do those
simple and courteous acts such
as opening doors whenever the

opportunity arises.
alry is dead, then I
As far as the
can’t argue against
men I’ve talked
them
because
with, I’ve received
it’s true and that
different responses.
makes me feel
Some have said
uneasy.
they make an efMy father alfort to treat their
ways taught me to
girlfriends well.
be respectful to the
Others have said
women in my life.
Nick Celario’s
column appears
they are hesitant beI see my faevery other
cause they’ve expether still be very
Wednesday.
rienced times when
affectionate with
women have reacted negatively my mother and treat her with
— thinking their act of kindness the utmost reverence after more
was a sexual advance.
than 25 years of marriage.
It’s even been suggested that a
I have a younger sister, and
woman’s sense of independence just imagining that another man
and refusing to accept help or would disrespect her, or any
nice gestures from men is what other woman in my life for that
killed chivalry.
matter, makes me extremely
And I’ve spoken with angry.
men who refer to women as
It is under these circumstanc“bitches” and other crude and es that I can’t imagine why any
ill-mannered words.
decent man would intentionally
I feel it’s safe to say that their cause harm to a woman, or at the
opinion on chivalry was, to say very least not be courteous.
the least, indifferent.
I’d like to believe there are
I’m not oblivious to the fact other men who feel the same as
that there are some men who I do and would defend a woman
don’t respect women.
whenever a serious situation does
I will not go into detail, but occur.
there are women in my life who
In that sense, I argue that
have been on the losing side of chivalry does exist in this world —
situations because of the men in at least I hope so.
their lives.
Nick Celario is a Spartan Daily
If it’s because of these men Production Editor. Follow him on
that some people feel that chiv- Twitter @ SD_NCelario.
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Avoid Photo Radar Tickets
Money Back Guarantee - License Plate
Protectors and Photo Blocking Spray.
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WHERE ARE THE KIDS? By June Tellison

Employment
$$ Sperm Donors Wanted $$
Earn up to $1,200/month and help create
families. Convenient Palo Alto location. Apply
online: www.SPERMBANK.com

Previous Puzzle Answer

Female Masseuse Wanted
For a private gentlemen,
no experience necessary.
Minimum age 18 Cash.
(650) 669 2262
Recreation Leaders
After School Recreation Leaders wanted! LGS Recreation is
looking for engaging, energetic role models to work in our
After School Childcare and Summer Camp programs. Our
programs serve Kindergarten through 8th grade and are
recreation, interest-based. We offer programs in Los Gatos,
Saratoga and San Jose. We are hiring individuals who have prior
working experience with children and have a diverse range of
skills to offer our participants. Activities may include: cooking,
sports, dance, drama, art, indoor games, multicultural activities, homework assistance and service learning projects. Our
vision is building a healthy community through enrichment,
innovation and fun! If you share our vision we are excited to
have the opportunity to interview you.
Compensation: $9.22/hour-$11.32/hour depending on
experience level
Available to start now
Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 2pm-6:15pm
and Wednesday 12:00-6:15pm. (Note: Must be available to be at
work on Wednesday by noon (mandatory))
Email elizabeth@lgsrecreation.org

How To Play

Previous Sudoku Solution

Complete the grid so that
every row, column and 3 by 3
box contains every digit from
1 to 9 inclusively.
Check back daily for new sudoku puzzles and solutions.

DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for
products or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising and offers
are not approved or verified by the
newspaper. Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the reader
to specific telephone numbers or
addresses for additional information.
Classified readers should be reminded
that, when making these further
contacts, they should require complete
information before sending money
for goods or services. In addition,
readers should carefully investigate
all firms offering employment listings
or coupons for discount vacations or
merchandise.

Call us at
408.924.3270
or
Visit us in
DBH 209

ACROSS
. 1 Leading the
pack
. 6 Pop in the
mouth?
. 10 Took to the
air
. 14 Fellini’s “La
___ Vita”
. 15 Horse’s hoof
sound
. 16 “Thumbs
way up!”
review
. 17 Humped
oxen
. 18 Large fruit
. 19 Group of
soldiers
. 20 Monthly
periodicals,
checked-out
library books,
etc.
. 23 Be inaccurate
. 24 Rabbit’s tail
. 25 Pitches
between
innings?
. 28 Glasgow
hats
. 31 Mold in relief
. 35 Sound
made when
passing the

sound barrier
. 37 2.2 pounds
. 39 Unoriginal
. 40 Currently
warring
. 43 The A in
WASP
. 44 A fan of
. 45 Computer
command
. 46 New World
pyramid
builders
. 48 Make a
blunder
. 50 Burst a
bubble
. 51 Sign of
impact
. 53 Caspian, for
one
. 55 What one
may reveal
on Facebook
.  3UHÀ[ZLWK
“dynamic”
. 62 Common
test answer
. 63 Winter
throat
malady
. 65 Biblical birthday party?
. 66 Part of some
juice-blend

names
. 67 Eldrick
Woods’ alias
. 68 Whodunit
feature
. 69 Sentry’s
imperative
. 70 Loud
argument in
public, e.g.
DOWN
. 1 Woodshaping tool
(Var.)
. 2 Made a
row on the
ground
. 3 Temporary
home for
Napoleon
. 4 Not chronic
. 5 Low-rain
region
. 6 Bath-water
residue
. 7 “Eugene
Onegin” girl
. 8 Knuckleheads
. 9 Individually
. 10 Flying foxes,
e.g.
. 11 Turner of
Hollywood
. 12 More than
bad
. 13 Freshly
applied, as
paint
. 21 Sir
Francis ___
. 22 Dance of
Cuban
origin
. 25 Crosswise on
a ship
. 26 Summer or
Reed
. 27 Much more
. . . than moist
. 29 Calf-length
skirt

. 30 Broken arm
support
. 32 Ready to
serve, as
beer
. 33 Barrage
. 34 Result of
counting
sheep
. 36 Bungling
. 38 Aware of the
real nature
of
. 41 One not
long for this
world
. 42 Give a leg
up to
. 47 Turn
informer
. 49 Banquets
.  BBBÀUPD
. 54 Overhead
storage
. 55 Thanksgiving
tradition
. 56 Jason’s
ÁHHFH
ÀQGLQJVKLS
. 57 Like
some track
meets or
personalities
. 58 Headed
for its
destination
. 59 Powerful
impulse
. 60 Spotted
. 61 Band
booster
. 64 Phone with
a slide-out
QWERTY
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Responses to the Republican National Convention
Speech: Romney is uninspiring
Mitt Romney’s safe-bet
speech at Thursday’s Republican National Convention
was exactly like Hurricane
Isaac’s effects on Florida;
underwhelming, over-hyped
and unremarkable.
As I settled in to catch
some of the year’s most
laughable programming, my
primary hope for the Republican Party was the avoidance of another tremendous
gaffe like Paul Ryan’s falsefact blunder of a speech on
Wednesday.
While Romney avoided
falling flat on his face like
Ryan, he didn’t exactly rise to
the occasion either.
As his speech ensued,
Romney was quick to attack
Obama and his administration’s lack of progress
within the past 4 years, stating Obama’s “promises gave
way to disappointment and
division,” and he is the man
to unite us and overcome
the recession.
A fine notion nearly any
presidential candidate might
claim, yet Romney avoided
informing Americans how
exactly he planned to do so
and only included a vague,
5-point outline to success
that we’ve heard from nearly
every presidential candidate
in years prior.
Part of Romney’s plan
was to create 12 million jobs,
boost the economy, improve
education, lower taxes on
small businesses and reduce
the deficit, which is a lovely
yet implausible notion since
he completely avoided the
details on how exactly he
would make that happen.
Romney played it somewhat safe during the most
important speech of his
political career to date by
avoiding his business-like approach to running a nation and
attempting to shed his
Robo-Romney image with anecdotes about his family values
and parents.
Y et, his attempt to
humanize his robotic, steely
persona and relate to the
common American fell short
from the get-go with an iPod
playlist joke that felt forced
and contrived.
Later, Romney tried
to tout family values with
stories about his parents,
explaining that the power of

Follow Melanie
Martinez on Twitter
@meltinez.

“unconditional love” overrides
“all the laws and legislation in
the world.”
While the surprising hippie-rhetoric was sentimental, I was more ridden with
that warm fuzzy feeling he
attempted to evoke by
reading those lines of his
speech on a computer screen
than via his stiff delivery
coupled with his fixed gameshow host smile.
Clearly trying to bridge
the gender gap votes, Romney spoke lovingly about his
mother and wife, yet completely avoided the hot issue of
women’s reproductive rights.
Romney is going to have to
do much more in the realm of
women’s equality to close that
gap than discuss his wife’s
ability to successfully run a
household.
He should have taken a
clue in charisma from Florida
Republican senator, Marco
Rubio who gave a genuine

Clearly
trying to
bridge the
gender
gap votes,
Romney
spoke
lovingly
about his
mother and
wife, yet
completely
avoided the
hot issue
of women’s
reproductive
rights.

anecdotal speech prior to
Romney taking stage.
While Rubio’s speech wasn’t
flawless,with an awkward Spanish-speaking moment that was
delivered to the predominantly
white audience, he was at least
full of charisma and heartfelt
sentiment.
More baffling was the
appearance of Clint Eastwood, who spoke to an empty
chair that sat an invisible
Obama and told the invisible
president to hush and shutup.
Looking
disoriented
and stumbling over his
ad-libs, Eastwood’s speech was
not only confusing but his
star-power distracted from
the suspense of the Romney
appearance.
“The president can ask
us to be patient can tell us
it was someone else’s fault,”
Romney said, urging for
Americans to turn a new leaf.
Well, the president should
absolutely tell us to be patient
because the current state of
the nation was someone else’s
fault.
In fact, we can thank
former president George W.
Bush for much of our present
woes.
If George W. Bush was
allowed eight years to sinkhole
our nation, why shouldn’t we
allow Obama the same eight to
try to repair the mess?
The concept Romney and
many politicians forgot is
that changing and rebuilding
takes time, cooperation and
patience.
We cannot place a patch
over the mistakes of our
predecessors in the hopes it
will create a solid foundation.
Mitt Romney is a successful businessman who knows
numbers, not people and his
speech was reflective of that
knowledge.
America needs not a CEO
but a president who knows
and cares for the success
and welfare of his country’s
people.
Let’s ensure our nation’s
upswing this November by
re-electing the candidate who
actually has a shot at propelling America to success, not the
man who wants to diminish
women’s rights and turn our
country into a business.
Melanie Martinez is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.

Romney: Believe in America

Follow David
Norman on Twitter
@1DavidNorman.

The Republican National Convention in Tampa
last Thursday adressed the
issues of our generation
head-on last week.
The perspective provided
was important to college students in the Bay Area, especially because it’s not a perspective we often get to hear.
It
was
important
because,
as
informed
college students, when
we go to the polls in
November we shouldn’t be
voting for a president based
on the candidate’s skin color,
religion, or even their
political party.
We should care about
issues.
When Susana Martinez spoke at the RNC in
Tampa, she echoed these assertions as she recounted her
experience as a young Democrat going to lunch with her
husband and two Republicans.
“[ We]
talked about
issues. They never used
the words Republican, or
Democrat,
conservative
or liberal. We talked about
many issues, like welfare – is
it a way of life, or a handup? And when we left that
lunch, we got in the car and
I looked over at Chuck and
said, I’ll be damned, we’re
Republicans.”
Freedom was one of
the issues Mitt Romney
addressed.
He started his speech
to the people of the
United States with a plea to
remember the struggles
of those immigrants who
came before us in pursuit of
greater freedom.
“We are the children
and grandchildren and
great-grandchildren
of
the ones who wanted a
better life, the driven ones,
the ones who woke up at
night hearing that voice
telling them that life in that
place called America could
be better.
They came not just in

... as informed
college
students,
when we go
to the polls
in November
we shouldn’t
be voting for
a president
based on the
candidate’s
skin color,
religion, or
even their
political party.
pursuit of the riches of this
world but for the richness of
this life.
Freedom.
Freedom of religion.
Freedom to speak their
mind.
Freedom to build a life.
And yes, freedom to build
a business. With their own
hands.”
The last line from
Romney’s above quote
stands in stark contrast
to the words of President
Barack Obama’s statements
in July.
President Obama said:
“ If you were successful,
somebody
along
the line gave you some
help. There was a great
teacher somewhere in your
life. Somebody helped to
create
this
unbelievable American system
that we have that allowed
you to thrive. Somebody
invested in roads and bridges. If you’ve got a business —
you didn’t build that. Somebody else made that happen.”
While there is much
in this statement to
agree with, it lacks an
acknowledgement of the
critical factor that our
individual struggle plays in
achievement.
For the President to
ignore the factor of
individual effort in achievement is squarely at odds
with my experience as a
student.
All the mentorship, roads
and bridges in the world do
not ensure that you get an
‘ A’ in your calculus class

unless you put some effort
into achieving an ‘ A’.
The same is true for
the millions of business
owners across America who
had the freedom to fail, but
didn’t.
This fundamental misunderstanding on Obama’s
part is the basis for many
of his failed policies and
actions.
Obama’s administration
propped up failing companies like Solyndra with
millions of dollars in
taxpayer money because he
failed to understand that
Government money doesn’t
make a business successful
— people make a business
successful.
Mitt Romney, who is
a successful business man
himself, understands this
fact well.
He understands what
it is America needs and
specifically what we as
College students need when
we graduate.
“What America needs is
jobs.
Lots of jobs.
In the richest country in the history of
the world, this Obama
economy has crushed the
middle class.
Family income has
fallen by $4,000, but health
insurance premiums are
higher, food prices are higher, utility bills are higher,
and gasoline prices have
doubled.”
A simple look at the
National
unemployment
rate shows that Obama’s
policies have done little to
return the country to a pre
2008 level.
And in California our
unemployment rate is much
higher than the National
average standing at 10.8
percent as of May 2012.
We as a country have the
freedom to decide which
direction our country takes
in November.
Mitt Romney has a
record of turning failing
organizations around and
saving
them
from
disaster.
I believe that despite how
far down the wrong road this
country has gone in 4 years
there is still plenty Mitt
Romney can do to turn our
country around.
David Norman is a
Spartan Daily contributing
writer.

See more Republican National Convention viewpoints at
SpartanDaily.com
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SJSU alumnus, columnist Leigh Weimers dead at 76

San Jose State alumnus and former editor of the Spartan Daily, Leigh Weimers, passed away last
Thursday at age 76 after surgery intended to repair a valve in his heart. Photo by Spartan Daily staff

By Natalie Cabral
@SD_ncabral
When the late Apple
Computer founder Steve
Jobs couldn’t keep his dating life out of the San Jose
Mercury News columns of
Leigh Weimers several years
ago, he went directly to the
source.
“Jobs called him up and
said ‘ What do I need to do
for you to quit writing about
me? ’” said Mary Gottschalk,
Weimers’ former colleague.
“Well, quit making news,’”
Gottschalk quoted her friend
as having replied.
The exchange was typical of the journalism of
Weimers, who died unexpectedly Thursday at age 76
after surgery intended to repair a valve in his heart, Gottschalk said.
Weimers was never interested in anything malicious
in the column he wrote several times a week for 47 years,
according to Gottschalk.
She said she had talked
with Weimers about his recent vacation to Switzerland
with his wife Geri, to celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary.
During his trip, Gottschalk said Weimers suffered from shortness of
breath, but that he assumed
it was because of the higher
altitude.
Upon returning, Weimers
visited his doctor for testing
and eventually scheduled a
surgery for this past week,
which he told Gottschalk
about personally.
“He didn’t seem overly

concerned about it,” she said.
“He knew it was necessary
and thought it would be a
straightforward surgery.”
Weimers blogged about
his recent health ailment on
his personal blog.

“During
my time at
the Merc,
he was
probably
the most
popular
and
well-known
guy in the
office.”
Retired
San Jose Mercury News
publisher
Larry Jinks
“No Fear Here,” he labeled
his blog post on Aug.13.
Weimers then discussed the
quick medical diagnosis he
received from a Kaiser Permanente hospital and his
plans to return back soon to
blog about the surgery.
Retired Mercury News
publisher Larry Jinks recalls
their first meeting in 1977
after Jinks had been named
executive editor.
“During my time at the

Merc, he was probably the
most popular and wellknown guy in the office.”
Jinks said. “I never knew anyone who didn’t like him.”
Aside from giving readers in-depth and wellthought-out
information
regarding anything pertaining to the Silicon V alley and Bay Area, Weimers
is remembered by Jinks as a
“true gentleman.”
“I repeat the word gentleman because that’s exactly
what he was,” Jinks said.
According to Weimers’
blog, his career at the Mercury News lasted 47 years
before his retirement in November of 2005.
Editor of the Spartan
Daily in 1957 and a journalism graduate of SJSU
in 1958 , Weimers collected several awards during
his career, including the
Tower Award, SJSU’s highest
service award.
He is also the author
of “Leigh Weimers’ Guide
to Silicon V alley,” which
was published in 198 6 and
1993.
Gottschalk remembers
her good friend as kind and
helpful no matter what the
situation.
“It didn’t make a difference whether you were an intern or a colleague of his for
years,” she said. “He would
help you out with anything
he could.”
A man in love with San
Jose, Weimers left a legacy
for thousands of Bay Area
residents looking for a face
to connect to home.
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